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The Park City Firefighter Romances continue with a new set of eligible bachelors at Station 2!

Blue Reed is the Captain of Engine 2 on the Park City Fire Department, the leader of a crew proudly known as Blue’s

Bachelors. But when a black-haired beauty crosses his path during a competition adventure race, he wonders if his

bachelor days are numbered.

Lucy Avila, recent college grad and former university mascot, isn’t looking for love when she travels to Utah with

her friends to compete in Questival. She just wants the grand prize of a trip to Cusco, Peru to meet the grandmother

she’s never seen, before her little Abuelita’s time is up. But standing between her and the grand prize is a Spartan-like

leader of a team of firemen. Lucy likes the guy, but isn’t crazy about her chances against his team. 

No sooner do Lucy and Blue hit it off than they realize he was the star quarterback for her university’s biggest rival.

To make matters worse, their families have long histories and prominent positions with their respective universities.

From a Skylodge on the side of a Peruvian mountain to the Skybox of a football stadium, their love blossoms as they

put aside rivalries. But one bad decision by Lucy pulls in hundreds of frenzied fans and causes damage to Blue’s

family that may be irreparable. The only thing that is for sure … Sparks Will Fly. 

More books in the Park City Firefighter Romance: Station 2 Series will be available early 2018:

Stone Cold Sparks by Cami Checkouts
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Untitled Sparks by Sarah Gay

(These books are loosely related and can be read in any order.)
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